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events. Experience America's Got Talent's famed mentalist Wayne Hoffman in

Student experiences:

residential community,

with one of our Success Coaches.

Features of WCU Safe App

the campus safety resources.

technology systems. The app will send you important safety alerts and provide instant access to

safety on the WCU campus. It is the only app that integrates with WCU's safety, security and

information about the conduct process by visiting the

Conduct

find themselves going through the University conduct process. Violation #27 in the

and gathering size. Should students be documented for violating these rules/expectations, they could

and mitigate the risk of COVID-19 spread, it's important for students to pay attention to campus,

Do you have a student visiting WCU or staying on campus? As we work to keep our community safe

Attention families of graduating students -

Learn More >>

and student veterans, as well as a graduate assistant.

Morrison, center staff include a licensed professional counselor, dedicated specifically to the needs of

job is to make things easier. She is the center's director and works with Financial Aid and other units

The Greg and Sandra Weisenstein Veterans Center is the hub of campus programming for student

Pennsylvania that earned Gold designation.

I am very proud to announce that West Chester University recently was

serve our country as members of the U.S. military.

As always, please be in touch if you have any questions or concerns, I am more than happy to assist

Chester University's parent and family population.

Keep an eye out in your inboxes and make sure to have your voice

semester and also

We hope that you and your student are having a great start to the

Greetings Ram Fam!

AMcCarthy@wcupa.edu

West Chester University's annual fundraising gala transforms into a virtual celebrity showcase of

Interactive Virtual Mind-Reading & Illusion Show

Frustration over lingering snow and cold temperatures

class

Discussion of plans for the summer as students plan for internships, summer jobs, or taking

friends

For soon-to-be graduates, realization that this is the last spring break; last chances to be with

Excitement about spring break plans and disappointment about COVID implications
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FRIEND OF RAM FAM

SUSANNAH DUNN

LILA MARIE KEMP

LUCAS HUBBARD

Technology, Science & Health Meet Up

NURSING MEET UP

Spring Communications, Marketing, & Sports Meet Up

Security is your strength. Protecting the University and its members is our top priority.

WITNESS

Multimedia

I'm excited to introduce the latest and greatest in virtual mind-reading & illusion shows.

Distant Deceptions: An
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